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Abstract
We show how to automatically verify that complex XScale-like pipelined machine models satisfy the
same safety and liveness properties as their corresponding instruction set architecture models, by using the notion of Well-founded Equivalence Bisimulation (WEB)
refinement. Automation is achieved by reducing the WEBrefinement proof obligation to a formula in the logic of
Counter arithmetic with Lambda expressions and Uninterpreted functions (CLU). We use the tool UCLID to
transform the resulting CLU formula into a Boolean formula, which is then checked with a SAT solver. The models
we verify include features such as out of order completion, precise exceptions, branch prediction, and interrupts.
We use two types of refinement maps. In one, flushing is used to map pipelined machine states to instruction
set architecture states; in the other, we use the commitment approach, which is the dual of flushing, since partially
completed instructions are invalidated. We present experimental results for all the machines modeled, including verification times. For our application, we found that the time
spent proving liveness accounts for about 5% of the overall verification time.

1. Introduction
We present what we believe is the first method for automatically and efficiently verifying both safety and liveness
properties of pipelined machine models. Verification entails
constructing a WEB-refinement proof, which implies that,
relative to a refinement map, a pipelined machine has exactly the same infinite executions as the machine defined
by the instruction set architecture, up to stuttering. A consequence is that the pipelined machine satisfies exactly the
same CTL∗ \ X properties satisfied by the instruction set ar-

chitecture. For the types of machines we study, we can reduce the WEB-refinement proof to a statement expressible
in the logic of Counter arithmetic with Lambda expressions
and Uninterpreted functions (CLU), which is a decidable
logic [2]. We use the tool UCLID [9] to transform the CLU
formula into a CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) formula,
which we then check with a SAT solver. We provide experimental results for eight XScale-like [4] pipelined machine models of varying complexity and including features
such as precise exceptions, branch prediction, and interrupts. Our results show that our approach is computationally
efficient, as verification times for WEB-refinement proofs
are only 4.3% longer than the verification times for the standard Burch and Dill type proofs, which do not address liveness.
The use of WEB-refinement for proving the correctness
of pipelined machines was introduced in [10], where a number of simple three stage pipelined machines were verified
using the ACL2 theorem proving system [7, 8]. The paper also showed that the variant of the Burch and Dill notion of correctness [3] used by Sawada [18] can be satisfied
by machines that deadlock, and an argument was given that
such anomalies are not possible if WEB-refinement is used.
Our main contribution is to show how one can prove WEBrefinement theorems automatically and efficiently, which
we accomplish by defining “rank” functions and refinement
maps automatically. The WEB-refinement theorem contains
quantifiers and involves exhibiting the existence of certain
rank functions. We achieve automation in two steps. First,
we strengthen the theorem in a way that leads to a simplified
statement that is expressible in the CLU logic and which
holds for the examples we consider. Second, we show how
to define the rank function in a general way that does not require any deep understanding of the pipelined machine and
in fact is simpler to define than flushing.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of refinement based on WEBs, the theory
upon which our correctness proofs depend. In Section 3, we

give a quick overview of the XScale-like processor models we use, and in Section 4, we outline how we verify such
models. In Section 5, we report verification times and statistics for eight processor models, some based on the flushing
approach and some on the commitment approach. We compare the time taken to prove safety alone with the time taken
to prove both safety and liveness and we compare the running times of the SAT solvers Siege [17] and Chaff [15]
on our problems. Everything required to reproduce our results, e.g., machine models, correctness statements, CNF
formulas, etc., is available upon request. Related work is described in Section 6, while conclusions and an outline of future work appear in Section 7.

2. Refinement
Why develop a theory of refinement? Why not just use
the Burch and Dill notion of correctness augmented with
some kind of liveness criterion? First, pipelined machines
are complicated enough that it is easy to make mistakes,
e.g., after we prove a WEB-refinement, it follows directly
from the metatheory that the pipelined machine cannot
deadlock, whereas this does not necessarily follow from a
Burch and Dill correctness proof, even when augmented
with theorems that researchers thought would establish liveness [10]. If the deadlock arises only in certain rare corner
cases, then the bug can also easily avoid detection from simulation. Second, by using a theory of refinement, we can
strengthen the proof obligations in ways that make automation possible, without risking inconsistencies. It was this
line of reasoning that led to the work described in this paper, the first method we know of for automatically proving
both safety and liveness properties for pipelined machines.
The point of a correctness proof is to establish a meaningful relationship between ISA, a machine modeled at the
instruction set architecture level and MA, a machine modeled at the microarchitecture level, a low level description
that includes the pipeline. We accomplish this by first defining a refinement map, r, a function from MA states to ISA
states; think of r as showing us how to view an MA state as
an ISA state. We then prove a stuttering bisimulation refinement: for every pair of states w, s such that w is an MA state
and s = r(w), for every infinite path σ starting at s, there is
a “matching” infinite path δ starting at w, and conversely.
That σ and δ match implies that applying r to the states in δ
results in a sequence that can be obtained from σ by repeating, but only finitely often, some of σ’s states, as MA may
require several steps before matching a single step of ISA.
A problem with this approach is that it requires reasoning
about infinite paths, which is difficult to automate. In [11],
we give an equivalent formulation, WEB-refinement, that
requires only local reasoning. We now give the relevant definitions, which are given in terms of general transition sys-

tems (TS). A TS M is a triple hS, 99K, Li, consisting of a set
of states, S, a transition relation, 99K, and a labeling function L with domain S, where L(s) is what is visible at s.
Definition 1 (WEB Refinement) Let M = hS, 99K, Li, M 0 =
hS0 , 99K0 , L0 i, and r : S → S0 . We say that M is a WEB refinement of M 0 with respect to refinement map r, written M ≈r
M 0 , if there exists a relation, B, such that h∀s ∈ S :: sBr(s)i
and B is a WEB on the TS hS ] S0 , 99K ] 99K0 , L i, where
L (s) = L0 (s) for s an S0 state and L (s) = L0 (r(s)) otherwise.
In the above definition, it helps to think of M 0 as corresponding to ISA and M as corresponding to MA. Note that
in the disjoint union of M and M 0 , the label of every M
state, s, matches the label of the corresponding M 0 state,
r(s). WEBs are defined next; the main property enjoyed by
a WEB, say B, is that all states related by B have the same
(up to stuttering) visible behaviors.
Definition 2 B ⊆ S × S is a WEB on TS M = hS, 99K, Li iff:
(1) B is an equivalence relation on S; and
(2) h∀s, w ∈ S :: sBw ⇒ L(s) = L(w)i; and
(3) There exist functions rankl : S × S → N, rankt : S → W,
such that hW, li is well-founded, and
h∀s, u, w ∈ S :: sBw ∧ s 99K u ⇒
(a) h∃v :: w 99K v ∧ uBvi ∨
(b) (uBw ∧ rankt(u) l rankt(s)) ∨
(c) h∃v :: w 99K v ∧ sBv ∧
rankl(v, u) < rankl(w, u)ii
The third WEB condition says that given states s and w in
the same class, such that s can step to u, u is either matched
by a step from w, or u and w are in the same class and a
rank function decreases (to guarantee that w is eventually
forced to take a step), or some successor v of w is in the
same class as s and a rank function decreases (to guarantee that u is eventually matched). To prove that a relation
is a WEB, reasoning about single steps of 99K suffices. It
turns out that if MA is a refinement of ISA, then the two
machines satisfy the same formulas expressible in the temporal logic CTL∗ \ X, over the state components visible at
the instruction set architecture level.
The idea now is to strengthen the WEB-refinement proof
obligation such that we obtain a CLU-expressible statement
that holds for the examples we consider. We start by defining the equivalence classes of B to consist of one ISA state
and all the MA states that map to the ISA state under r. Now,
condition 2 of the WEB definition clearly holds. Our ISA
and MA machines are deterministic (actually they are nondeterministic, but we use oracle variables to make them deterministic [12]), thus, after some symbolic manipulation,
we can strengthen condition 3 of the WEB definition to
the following “core theorem”, where rank is a function that

maps states of MA into the natural numbers.
h∀w ∈ MA ::
=⇒

s = r(w) ∧ u = ISA-step(s) ∧
v = MA-step(w) ∧ u 6= r(v)
s = r(v) ∧ rank(v) < rank(w)i

In the formula above s and u are ISA states, and w and
v are MA states; ISA-step is a function corresponding
to stepping the ISA machine once and MA-step is a function corresponding to stepping the MA machine once. The
core theorem says that if w refines s, u is obtained by stepping s, v is obtained by stepping w, and v does not refine u,
then v refines s and the rank of v is less than the rank of w.
The proof obligation relating s and v is the safety component, and the proof obligation that rank(v) < rank(w) is the
liveness component. We use two types of refinement maps
and provide a general method for defining rank functions
in both cases. The details appear in Section 4, after we describe the processor models.

3. Processor Models
Figure 1 shows the high-level organization of the
XScale-like processor model, a seven stage pipeline whose
stages are IF1, IF2 (2-cycle fetch), ID (instruction decode), EX (execute), M1, M2 (2-cycle memory access), and
WB (write back). Five abstract instruction types are modeled including register-register, register-immediate, load,
store, and branch. The branch and store instructions complete out of order with respect to the ALU instructions. This base model is extended with branch prediction, ALU exceptions, and interrupts. The models are
similar to those appearing in [20] (which use modeling techniques from [22]), except that our models are
written in the CLU logic and we model interrupts. Modeling issues are not the point of this paper, nevertheless, a brief overview of CLU and the processor models
we use is helpful for understanding the rest of the paper. The CLU logic [2] consists of Uninterpreted Functions
(UFs) and Predicates (UPs), restricted lambda expressions, ordering, and successor and predecessor functions.
Interrupts are detected in the M1 stage and squash all previous instructions including the instruction that caused the
interrupt. We use temporal abstraction to model the behavior of interrupts: after an interrupt the PC is set to
the program counter corresponding to the oldest instruction that was squashed by the interrupt, the data memory
is modified by applying a UF to the current data memory, and the register file remains the same.

4. Verification of Processor Models
In Section 2, we showed that proving the “core theorem”
allows us to establish a WEB-refinement, and in this sec-

tion we present two methods for defining r and rank. One
is based on flushing. The other, based on the commitment
approach, can be loosely thought of as the dual of flushing, since partially completed instructions are invalidated
instead of completed.
In the flushing approach, r maps an MA state, w, to the
ISA state obtained by flushing w and projecting out the programmer visible components, where by flushing we mean
feeding the pipeline with bubbles to complete partially executed instructions without fetching any new instructions.
A pipelined machine model can be easily instrumented to
enable such flushing. It turns out that for a single-issue
pipelined machine, the safety proof of the core WEB theorem is similar to the Burch and Dill approach [3].
The rank of an MA state, w, is the number of steps required to fetch a new instruction that eventually completes.
We determine the rank by stepping w, to obtain v, flushing v to obtain v0 , and comparing v0 with w0 , the flushed
state of w, to check if v0 6= w0 , i.e., to check if the instruction
fetched by stepping from w to v completed. (A branch mispredict may lead to a valid instruction being squashed.) The
number of steps required to fetch an instruction that completes is the rank. The straightforward implementation of
this idea requires 174 symbolic simulations, which UCLID
was not able to handle. We implemented an optimized version based on the observation that stepping and flushing the
MA states can be folded together so as to reduce the number of symbolic simulations. In more detail, we determine
the number of steps required to flush the pipeline (by flushing it) and we set a counter to this value. The MA state is
simulated for this number of steps and the rank of the MA
state is the number of steps required for the latch between
M2 and WB to become valid. Notice that an invalid optimization of the rank function will be caught during verification because the core theorem guarantees that the rank
function provided is appropriate.
In the commitment approach, r maps an MA state, w,
to the ISA state obtained by committing w and projecting
out the programmer visible components, where by committing we mean invalidating all the partially executed instructions in the pipeline and rolling back the PC so that it points
to the oldest invalidated instruction. A pipelined machine
model can be easily instrumented to enable such committing by using history variables. The history variables record
the components of MA states that may need to be modified in the process of invalidating instructions. In our case,
we needed to remember 5 state components, including the
PC and the data memory, some for multiple steps, leading
to 18 history variables.
The rank of an MA state, w, is the number of steps required to commit a new instruction, which can be computed
by starting at the end of the pipeline and counting how many
consecutive latches are invalid. For example, if there are 3
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Figure 1. Pipeline organization of processor model

invalid latches at the end of the pipeline, then after three
steps, an instruction will be ready to commit. Determining
the rank of a state is therefore straightforward.
In order to use the commitment approach we have to use
an invariant. To see why, consider a pipelined machine state
w whose only valid latch is IF1, but where IF1 is inconsistent with MA, e.g., IF1 does not match any instruction in
memory. Suppose s is the state obtained by committing w
and projecting. Clearly, s and w do not have the same infinite behaviors, as when the instruction in IF1 completes,
it will not match the successor of s. We address this issue by characterizing the set of reachable MA states, the
“good” MA states. An MA state is “good” iff it is reachable from a committed state. To check that an MA state, w,
is “good,” the committed state, c, corresponding to w is determined. State w is “good” if it can be reached from c in
0 to 6 steps. Proving that if a state is good, so is its successor amounts to proving that starting from an arbitrary committed state and taking 7 steps gives a state that is good. The
CLU formula corresponding to this invariant is straightforward to write down.
The flushing approach does not usually require the use of
an invariant. Why not? Because inconsistent states, such as
the one mentioned above get flushed away, but that means
that inconsistent states are related to ISA states. Deciding
between using the commitment approach or the flushing approach depends on how comfortable one is with this aspect
of flushing. Sometimes, even the flushing approach requires
the use of invariants and since the invariant we describe
above is the strongest invariant, it tends to do the trick.
The core theorem is easily expressible in the CLU logic,
as the successor function can be used to directly define the
rank functions. However, we can do without the successor function since the rank of a state is always less than

the number of latches in the pipeline. This means that our
approach is applicable even with tools that only support
propositional logic, equality, uninterpreted functions, and
memories, but we find that defining the rank explicitly is
clearer and performance is essentially the same. Finally, the
UCLID tool generates a counterexample if it finds a bug.

5. Results
In this section, we review our experimental results. We
start with two base processor models, CXS and FXS: the
prefix C indicates the use of the commitment approach for
defining the refinement map and prefix F indicates the use of
flushing for defining the refinement map. The base models
are extended to implement: branch prediction, designated
by “-BP”; ALU exceptions, designated by “-EX”; and interrupts, designated by “-INP”.
Table 1 presents the results. We report the number of
CNF variables and clauses and the verification time for both
the safety proofs and the safety and liveness proofs, i.e., for
the proofs of the core theorem. For the safety and liveness
proofs, we also report the size of the CNF files and the verification times taken by both Siege and Chaff. The total verification time reported includes the time taken by Siege and
UCLID, thus the time taken by UCLID can be obtained by
subtracting the Siege column from the Total column. Siege
uses a random number generator, which leads to large variations in the execution times obtained from multiple runs of
the same input, thus, in order to make reasonable comparisons, every Siege entry is really the average over 10 runs
and we report the standard deviations for the runs. The experiments were conducted on an Intel XEON 2.20GHz processor with an L1 cache size of 512KB.
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Table 1. Statistics for boolean correctness formula and formal verification time.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
Our main contribution is to show how to automatically verify both safety and liveness properties of complex
XScale-like pipelined machine models with a slight performance penalty over verifying safety properties alone. This
improves on previous automatic methods, which can only
check safety properties. Verifying pipelined machines involves establishing a WEB-refinement theorem, which implies that the pipelined machine satisfies exactly the same
CTL∗ \ X properties satisfied by the instruction set architecture. We show how to automate the verification of
the WEB-refinement theorem, which contains quantifiers
and involves exhibiting the existence of certain rank functions. The automation is achieved in two steps. First, we
strengthen the theorem in a way that leads to a simplified statement that holds for the examples we consider.
Second, we show how to define the rank function in a general way that does not require any deep understanding of
the pipelined machine; in fact, it is much simpler to define the rank function than it is to define how the machine is flushed. As a result, we are left with a formula in
the CLU logic and can use UCLID to obtain a CNF formula, which we then check with a SAT solver.
For future work, we plan to explore how to connect
UCLID with the ACL2 theorem proving system [7, 8]. This
will allow us to use ACL2 for efficient simulation and advanced debugging. In addition, we plan to explore methods
for verifying larger instructions sets more efficiently than is
currently possible with either approach alone.
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